Witnesses: L. Whitmore
D. Whitmore
by N. Whitmore
12-25-60
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\section{TlSR9W}

\subsection{4 corner to sections 14-15}

Original Monument:
Fir Post

Original Witnesses:
50" forked snag, S.86°W., 8Stks. Mkd. \(4\)S15BT
50" snag, N.71°30'E., 37Lks. Mkd. \(4\)S14BT

I found the original post lying upon the ground with a mound of stone at its base. Found 50" snag, N.71°30'E.,
24ft. with visible mks. \(4\)S14. Found 50" snag, S.86°W.,
58ft. with visible mks. \(4\)S15. I set 1/2 pipe and wire
original post to pipe. Placed a mound of stone on east side of corner.

I marked 2 new BTs:
1/2" fir, S.58°W., 36ft. Mkd. \(4\)S15BT
1/2" fir, S.51°E., 22 1/2ft. Mkd. \(4\)S14BT

Witness: L. Whitmore
by N. Whitmore,
\(2\)A-2\,\,2\,\,6

\section{TlSR9W}

\subsection{10.11}

Original Monument: Alder post

Original Witnesses:
10" Alder, N.59°45'E., 43Lks. Mkd. TlSR9WS11BT
8" Alder, S.61°15'W., 45Lks. Mkd. TlSR9WS13BT

I found the post gone. Found 20" Alder, N.59°
30'E., 43Lks. with visible marks TlSR9WS11BT. Found 18"
Alder, S.61°15'W., 45Lks. with healed witness face. Found
28" Alder, N.13°40'E., 11B Lks with visible marks S10BT.

Found 10" dead Alder, S.58°15'E., 55Lks with marks rotted

\text{BOOK 3}